
Senior Mobile Developer - React Native 
 
Are you passionate about Hockey and Sports in general? We’re OfficePools.com (‘OP’), a team 
of experts that loves Hockey, Fantasy Hockey and Tech.  We engage with over 300,000 sports 
fans each season. In the world of hockey, OfficePools.com is the world's most popular online 
pool manager. 
 
We are currently seeking a full Senior Mobile Developer to join our team in Vancouver. We are 
looking for candidates who can thrive in a fast-paced and autonomous work environment. To be 
successful, you need to be highly motivated about new opportunities and excited about the 
future. 
 
Responsibilities 
 

- Lead the development of our mobile apps 
- Lead and mentor mobile developers on development best practices 
- Work alongside Product Managers, Developers, and Designers to create an optimal user 

experience 
- Work effectively in an entrepreneurial environment that is light on processes and heavy 

on creativity 
- Demonstrate strong accountability for code quality to ensure seamless deployment of 

new features and products to our loyal users 
 
Qualifications 
 

- 5+ years of experience building mobile apps for iOS/Android 
- 10+ years of experience as a software engineer 
- Experience shipping production-ready mobile applications with React Native 
- Good understanding of the various mobile framework components and technologies 
- Experience with mentoring, coaching, and pairing with coworkers 
- Experience writing clean code that performs well at scale 

 
 
 
A little bit About Us 
 
We are all about people. We create and sustain all forms of social engagement. This is what                 
we believe every community needs, and we continually commit ourselves to making this             
happen. Founded by Graham Lee in 1989, GSL Group is headquartered in Vancouver, B.C.,              
and operates across a wide range of industries, including real estate development and             
construction, sports and entertainment, recreational facilities, travel and hospitality, health and           
fitness, and agriculture.  
 



What you can expect in Return  
 
Work/Life Balance - we recognize how important it is for our employees and their families to be 
happy and healthy. We provide paid time off including vacation, sick time, holidays and leave for 
the new parents. With the addition of unpaid leave provisions, you will have the opportunity to 
lead a balanced work and personal life. In addition, we also offer a flexible work schedule. 
 
Your Health - we care about the wellbeing of our employees and their families. We offer 
generous medical and dental plans, with coverage for prescription drugs, vision care, and 
hospitalization for you and your dependents. We also provide life and disability insurance that 
offers peace of mind for your loved ones. 
 
Your Career Development - a career at GSL isn’t just a job. When you join GSL, you embark on 
a journey that will take you across the company and the communities we reach out to. We 
commit to growing together with our employees. With our presence in a wide range of 
industries, you will have the opportunity to explore the variety of positions and environments 
within GSL. 
 
 
Please forward your resume to the following email if interested: ravi@gslholdings.com. 
We thank all candidates in advance for their interest. If your experience and qualifications match               
the profile .we are looking for, we will reach out to you. 

mailto:ravi@gslholdings.com

